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My Campus - Community Engagement 
 
 
Following the last meeting of the Project Board, on 5 December, a paper was prepared 
for SMG (attached), setting out in general terms actions that can be taken against each 
of the 8 themes in the report of the Lessons Learned Group. 
 
In addition to these actions, the report highlighted the need for more effective 
engagement in the coming months with the University community, and SMG had an 
initial discussion on what measures might help achieve this. 
 
Four specific measures are suggested below.  The Project Board is asked to consider 
them, with a view to making recommendations to SMG on 18 January. 
 
 
1 College MyCampus Liaison Groups 
 
 SMG responded positively to a proposal to create a MyCampus Liaison Group in 


each College / University Services.  Can I have the Board's comments on that 
general proposal, and on the following suggested Remit, Membership and 
Working Arrangements. 


 
 Remit 


-   to ensure that the Project Board is kept informed regarding MyCampus issues 
within the College/US 


- to ensure that College/US staff address agreed actions to ensure the successful 
ongoing delivery of improvements 


- through the Liaison Group Convener, to maintain regular contact with the 
MyCampus Project Team 


 
 
 Membership 


 Colleges     University Services 


 Dean of L&T (convener)  Deputy Secretary (convener) 
 College Secretary   Management staff from: 
 College Head of Academic Admin   -  Accommodation Office  
 College Head of Finance    -  Finance Office  
 Chief Adviser(s)      -  Registry 
         -  RIO 
         -  Student Services Enquiry Team 
         -  Planning Services 
         -  Student Disability Services 
         -  Research  
 
 Working Arrangements 


 Each College Liaison Group should meet formally once per month with the Chair 
of the Project Board and the SLP Directors.  In addition, the conveners of the 
Liaison Groups should attend each meeting of the MyCampus Project Board. 
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 The notes of each College Liaison Group meeting should be submitted to the 


College / University Services Management Group and to the SLP Board. 
 
2 Specialist User Groups 
 
 Specialist User Groups should be established for each of the following areas: 
 


 Academic Plan Rule Maintenance 
 Admissions 
 Advising 
 Disability 
 Financial Aid 
 Research 
 Statutory Reporting 
 Student Finance 
 Student Records 
 


 Remit 


-   to review and prioritise proposed changes to business processes and to software   


- through the convener, to liaise with the SLP Project Team in order to ensure 
that approved changes are implemented 


-  to work with the SLP team on all aspects of development and implementation 
(e.g. design and testing) to ensure changes are delivered and requirements are 
met  


- through the College Liaison Groups, to ensure College staff are informed of the 
changes and that consequent actions within Colleges are implemented 


 
 
 Membership 


 Functional expert from SLP Team (convener)   
 At least one representative from each College 
 As required, relevant staff from University Services 
 
 
 Working Arrangements 


 The Specialist User Groups should meet as required.  It is expected that they will 
meet regularly in the period February to May.  The notes of each meeting will be 
reported to the College Liaison Groups and to the SLP Board. 


 
 
  
3 Enhanced membership of the Project Board    


 SMG believes that Board would benefit by extending its membership to include 
members of staff who are working closely with MyCampus, in the roles of 
Adviser of Study and Head of Academic Administration.  These colleagues might 
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most usefully be drawn from the membership of the Lessons Learned Group.  
What is the Board's view on this suggestion? 


 
 Future project board meetings might also be attended by the Conveners of the 


College MyCampus Liaison Groups (see above) and by a member of staff from 
Corporate Communications.  Again, what is the Board's view? 


 
 
 
 
4 A senior academic member of the Project Team    


 
In addition to the measures suggested above, communication between the Project 
Team and the relevant College staff might be assisted if we could identify a senior 
member of academic staff who might be part-seconded to work with the Project 
Team and to play a leading role in communications.   What is the Board's view of 
this? If it is felt to be a good idea, are there individuals whom the Board feel we 
might approach to act in this capacity? 
 
 
The following diagram illustrates the relationships between the groups discussed 
in 1 and 2 above. 
 
 
 
 
DN 
10.1.12  
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Student Lifecycle Project 


 


Report from the Project Board, 5 December 2011 


 


 


The main issues discussed at the Project Board on Monday 5 December were as follows. 


 


 


1 Short-term priorities 


 The Board received an oral on the recent User Acceptance Testing (UAT) exercise for Exam 


Mark Recording.  The UAT was felt to have been very positive and, in the period up to 


Christmas, a series of workshops is being run for staff who will be loading exam marks onto 


MyCampus.  The Board asked that a brief report on this should be prepared for SMG, 


including a record of all staff who have participated to date in the workshop sessions.  The 


report is attached (Annex 1) and it is accompanied by 3 spreadsheet lists of participants.  


Christine Lowther will update SMG on Thursday on the level of participation in workshops: 


there were just three participants at the first workshop session. 


 


 


2 Project Plan : Future Functionality 


 The Board agreed several weeks ago that new elements of functionality in MyCampus 


would be implemented only where there is a high level of user confidence and where it is 


satisfied that training had been thorough.  On 5 December, it considered the implementation 


of new functionality for Direct (non-UCAS) Admissions and for 'Gradebook' (continuous 


assessment). 


 


 For Direct Admissions, the Board decided to retain the University's current system for the 


remainder of this session, and to implement MyCampus Direct Admissions in July 2012. In 


the second semester of this year, it agreed to pilot the MyCampus Direct Admissions system, 


focusing on Exchange students and Part-time Undergraduates. 


 


 The Board has also agreed not to introduce Gradebook this year, but for a different reason.  


Oracle is developing new functionality in this area that will be superior to what Gradebook 


offers.  Since Gradebook would require some customisation to meet GU's needs, it does not 


now seem sensible to implement Gradebook: the Board's decision has been to wait instead 


for the new functionality to be delivered. 


 


 


3 Fees-setting  


 A particular area of difficulty encountered this summer has been the complex arrangements 


for setting tuition fees, leading to many students experiencing lengthy delays in the 


Registration process.  Neal Juster, Christine Lowther and Fiona Docherty have prepared a 


policy paper aimed at streamlining our current approach and establishing responsibilities 


more clearly. See Item 11 on the SMG agenda. 
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4  Lessons Learned 


 The main purpose of this agenda item is to draw SMG's attention to the report of the Lessons 


Learned Group (Annex 2), convened by Frank Coton, and to the actions being proposed by 


the SLP Team to address the issues it has identified.   


 


 The Lessons Learned Group has identified the need to make a range of improvements, that 


are grouped within 8 themes:  The User Interface;   Student Finances;  Enrolment;  Access to 


Information;  System Performance;  Data Management;  Communication;  and Training & 


Support.  It has also set out some overarching issues requiring to be addressed, including the 


need to establish clear accountabilities throughout the University for ensuring that agreed 


procedural and system changes are implemented. 


 


 At the Project Board on 5 December, we considered practical steps that can be taken in the 


coming year that will have a positive impact before next summer, and we noted that there 


are some actions that can be taken forward but that will require a longer timescale to 


complete. Following the meeting, the Project Team is preparing a report on the actions 


proposed (Annex 3). 


 


 Christine Lowther and Sandy Macdonald will attend SMG on Thursday to discuss the report 


and answer any questions.  The Project Board meets again in the second week of January, at 


which point we intend to endorse a detailed action plan and to review the resource 


requirements associated with it.  We may be able to accommodate additional resource 


requirements within the approved Project budget of £14.1M.  If an increase in the Budget is 


required, we will make a formal request to SMG in January.  


 


 


 


 


DN, 12.12.11  
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Annex 2 


 


Report to Project Board / Senate 


 


The Lessons Learned Review Panel was created to review the initial implementation of MyCampus, 


specifically Registration and Enrolment during Summer 2011, to understand the problems 


experienced and make recommendations for changes and improvements to ensure this is not 


repeated in future. 


 


The Panel initiated a period of consultation with a range of user groups (advisers, administrators, 


students, etc.) comprising a series of meetings, individual email submissions and a review website 


which was open to comments from all staff.  The panel also consulted the SLP team to gain an 


understanding of the issues that the SLP team had witnessed from their perspective. 


 


The contributions made during the consultation phase were subject to analysis by the Panel, leading 


to a summary report (Appendix A) describing the key issues which were grouped under the following 


themes: 


 


 User Interface 


 Student Finances 


 Enrolment 


 Access to Information 


 System Performance 


 Data Management 


 Communication 


 Training and Support. 


 


 


This report has been published to both staff and students and their feedback invited to ensure that 


the issues listed under the themes adequately reflect what was raised by the user community and to 


allow the user community to indicate the priority they would place on each theme. 


 


In parallel with this second consultation exercise, the Panel met with representatives of the SLP 


team to discuss the issues raised and to carry out a preliminary investigation of potential solutions.  


Potential solutions to several of the specific issues raised have already been identified. 


 


The Panel has also consulted with members of the Queens University, Belfast (QUB) team to discuss 


their experience of using the system and the solutions they have deployed to overcome difficulties 


initially experienced with their implementation, particularly those which are in common with the 


experience at Glasgow.  The Panel also explored how the QUB implementation differed from the 


Glasgow implementation in areas where Glasgow had experienced problems that QUB had not. 


 


When considering the broader implications of the experience and the critical learning points for the 


University, the Panel has identified the following matters for consideration, a number of which 


transcend the specific implementation of MyCampus: 
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 In moving forward with addressing the issues raised and ensuring MyCampus is fit for 


purpose the operational/support implications such as the management of security and 


access; training and support; and the further development of user guides and support 


materials must be fully assessed and provided for. 


 The project implementation protocols must be more robust. These include; requirements 


gathering, specification and design approval, development, testing and training. 


 In respect of the above, user acceptance testing and training must seek to replicate ‘real life’ 


experience and scenarios in order to fully test the system and prepare users for live 


operation. 


 The tensions within any project of managing time, functionality and resource must be 


carefully balanced in order to deliver an effective and appropriate system.  The MyCampus 


implementation was primarily constrained by time and resource (missing the go-live date 


would have introduced a 12 month delay and significantly increased expenditure), which 


compromised decisions around, and full consideration of, delivered functionality.  


 Consideration needs to be given to the make up and operation of project boards for major 


projects to ensure that current practices for utilising appropriate expertise, ensuring 


effective community engagement and rigorously testing assumptions and decisions are 


appropriate. 


 Communication and engagement with the user community should be given a higher priority, 


with input and feedback being properly acknowledged and responded to. Communication 


lines were fractured during the restructuring of the University and not enough effort was put 


into re-establishing these as the project moved forward. 


 A representative user group should be involved in the specification, development and 


testing of the solutions identified and future system enhancements and upgrades. 


 Clear lines of communication and responsibility must be established and understood prior to 


roll out – identifying who to speak to when help is needed, who can resolve problems.  


During registration and enrolment, unrealistic expectations were placed on, for example, 


advisers of study because lines of communication and responsibility were not clear. 


 It is important to recognise that mistakes were made in the oversight and implementation of 


MyCampus – we must now commit to fixing it. 


 Finally, the University community as a whole must accept that achieving the desired 


improvements and deriving the benefits to which we aspire is a shared responsibility – it is 


no one person’s or one team’s job to make this work. 


 


The introduction of the new advising system was outside the panel's remit, but the usability and 


design of MyCampus have implications for the nature of advising in future, to ensure that students 


get the advice they need and that the burdens on advisers are not increased.  This needs further 


consideration going forward. 


 


The Panel was struck by the variation in practice and opinion of the user base in relation to the use 


of MyCampus.   Developing a shared understanding throughout the user community of what an 


improved system will do and how users will interact with it is extremely important.  For example, 


where standardisation of process has already been agreed, this must be implemented if future 
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operating benefits are to be gained.  Ultimately, the success of the implementation will depend on 


realistic expectations being set and delivered against. 


 


 


In the coming weeks, the review panel will produce its final report which, following the guidance 


received from all user groups, will indicate specific actions that should be taken to address the issues 


raised by the university community. 


 


The Panel is extremely grateful to those who have contributed to this exercise in such a constructive 


manner. 
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Introduction 


This document provides a summary of the key issues identified through the consultation stage of the 


Lessons Learned Review the early use of MyCampus and groups these into eight themes. It provides 


a statement of intent in relation to each theme along with examples of the issues that have been 


raised with respect to the theme.  The first five themes are predominantly associated with the 


MyCampus system and the final three relate more to the human aspects of implementing and 


supporting the system.  


In identifying the key issues and subsequently formulating recommendations for developments and 


enhancements to address these, we are conscious that there are a number of ‘Year 1’ issues which 


are an inevitable feature of any new system implementation and which we would not expect to 


recur in future years. 


Overarching Issues 


In moving forward, and in addition to the specific themes identified in this document, there are 


some over-arching issues that must be addressed. These are as follows: 


1 There should be a clear and shared vision of ownership of what the system should look like 


and what it will deliver for the user community. If this is done correctly, the community will 


be adequately prepared for and will understand the scale of change associated with future 


phases of the implementation of the project. 


2 It is essential to clearly establish where accountability lies for delivery across various areas in 


the University. In revising the engagement mechanism it is essential that the staff involved 


have the necessary accountability/authority to ensure previously agreed procedural/system 


changes are actually implemented. 


3 In responding to the problems during the implementation phase many workarounds were 


put in place as overrides to established policies. In a fully functional state the system is 


configured to comply with these policies. In moving forward it is essential that these policies 


are implemented correctly by all constituents and adhered to. 


4 Usability and the user experience of staff and students must be given a very high priority in 


MyCampus and the nature of human interaction with the system of the different categories 


of users must be clearly defined “a priori”.  All system configuration, testing and user 


training must be consistent with this.   


5 In relation to point 4 above, particular emphasis must be put on ensuring compatibility 


between MyCampus and the role of advisers of study such that MyCampus properly 


supports the intended role of the Adviser.  


6 An appropriate cross-section of the user base must be directly involved in the process of 


identifying refinements across the system. This should happen before sign-off of the new 


requirements. A broader cross-section of the community should then be involved in 


comprehensive system testing and bug-fixing. Finally, comprehensive training should be 


provided in a timely manner ahead of roll-out and appropriate support mechanisms should 


be put in place to support the roll-out phase. 
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Process 


The user community will be invited to review this document and provide responses to: 


a) confirm that this summary adequately covers the range of issues identified? 


b) rank the themes identified– in order of importance 
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Summary of Issues 


Theme 1: User Interface 


“Improve the navigability and clarity of language, supported by improved on-screen 


messages/information, user guides for each aspect of the system and on-line help for all users. 


Usability and the user experience of staff and students must be given a very high priority in 


MyCampus”. 


 


Issues: 


• Overly complex navigation  


• Screen layout and system use unintuitive 


• Language & Terminology (including: Americanisms; consumerist language; use of codes 


rather than text; differences from standard University terminology) 


• Staff & students do not see same screens / information 


• Visually impaired students cannot use the system independently 


• Context is not maintained between screens 


• Poor Adviser interface 


• Interfaces with other systems not fully operational / not working as required (e.g. Moodle, 


accommodation, Library) 


• Incompatibility with web browsers (e.g. Chrome and Safari) 


•  No clear confirmation message when a process is successfully completed 


• A single logical change requires multiple changes to performed in different screens 


• Multiple steps (too many mouse clicks) for every task  


• Error messages not intelligible 


 


Theme 2: Student Finances 


“Revise and enhance financial registration, in both the system and supporting business processes, so 


as to improve the student experience and avoid students being unnecessarily prevented from 


progressing through completion of registration and enrolment”. 


 


Issues: 


• Incorrect fees recorded 


• Process appears to be optimised for “normal” case (SAAS-funded students) and does not 


support non-standard cases well 


• SAAS-funded students’ tuition fee appearing as a potential debit against their account 


without clear explanation.  


• Advance payments, deposits, discounts and scholarships not reflected on account 


• Language, process & navigation unclear - no confirmation of successful completion 


• Verification of sponsorship taking undue time and preventing completion of registration 


• Trivial debts prevent registration & enrolment 


• On-screen messages/information can be misleading 


• Full range of payment options not shown/available 


• Range of problems specific to international students (including banking arrangements) 


• Delays/errors in payment of bursaries/stipends 
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• Direct debit problems 


• Linking enrolment to successful registration leads to problems 


• Credit card charges not made clear   


• Lack of (staff) access to student financial information 


• Problems with card payments because payment often exceeds maximum allowed by card 


company 


 


Theme 3: Enrolment 


“Enhance the processes associated with enrolment and timetabling in order to improve usability, 


taking account of the specific requirements of particular cohorts such as Erasmus/Exchange and PGT 


students”. 


 


Issues: 


• Lack of clarity for staff and students around the best methods to use in particular situations 


• Timetable clashes were identified by class numbers (codes) with no indication of the class 


type, lecture, lab, tutorial etc, or course to which they related 


• Timetable clashes are identified late in the process and cumbersome to resolve 


• Process of enrolling is complex and not intuitive (e.g. use of 'view all' is not obvious) 


• ‘My Requirements' not working on occasions or not obvious, so not used 


• Incomplete or errors in class scheduling contributed to difficulties and confusion 


• Pre-requisites were inflexible, leading to much time spent managing, updating and over-


riding 


• Advisers spent too much time taking students through the mechanics of the process, leaving 


little or no time for curriculum discussion or advice 


• Incorrect program/plan information recorded 


• Erasmus/Visiting Students: arrangements for both incoming and outgoing students were not 


explained early enough 


• Students were not aware they had to enrol for both semesters 


• Course lists not appearing consistently for course selection  


• Quick enrolment is not quick 


• Student Groups were not fully set up or explained to relevant staff prior to implementation.  


 


 


Theme 4: Access to Information 


“Ensure appropriate access to information through effective management of security and 


permissions; provision of reports and queries; and enabling access to specific information and data 


sets”, e.g. disabled students, absences etc.  


Issues: 


• Management of security access and the lack of a security/permissions led to: 


o Staff being granted insufficient access  


o staff not being able to access/update information to do their jobs and/or assist 


students 


o Lengthy delays in responses to requests for access  


• Lack of access to disability information for advisers and course organisers 
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• Delays or problems with the issue of student ‘Account Access’ information compounded 


other issues  


• Lack of reporting tools means staff are reliant on SLP team to create queries 


• Delay in the introduction of absence reporting 


• Organisation of existing queries is hard to understand – no consistent naming conventions or 


information on the content 


• Classification/glossary of existing queries required 


• Full functionality of absence reporting must be achieved 


• Reporting tools so that staff can create their own queries are needed 


• Exception reports are not easy to use – lengthy text files, cannot be moved to Excel. – 


additional fields needed, including plan name  


• The facility for a chief adviser to see another adviser’s list of advisees should be available 


• Lack of a code for “year” (e.g. Sing Hons Politics Year 3) makes it laborious to send class 


emails. 


 


Theme 5: System Performance  


“The performance of the system should be robust and optimised, taking account of user activity 


profiles”.  


Issues: 


• Slow response/processing times 


• Unintelligible error messages  


• System is prone to freezing 


• Time outs occur after relatively short time and do not take account of browsing for 


information as opposed to completing defined actions in the system 


• There is no automatic update from one screen to another 


• System is too interdependent, increasing both complexity to users and causing degradation 


of performance. 


 


Theme 6: Data Management 


“Data stored in or generated by the system must be accurate and a comprehensive record 


maintained”.  


Issues: 


• Lack of data cleansing prior to migration 


• Questionable quality of data in the system 


• plan rules not adequately tested, especially for joint/combined programmes (lack of 


ownership/coordination creates problems for some joint/combined programmes) 


• Prior history/qualifications not imported from WebSURF 


• Data Integrity has not been preserved 


• Some students have multiple records on MyCampus  


• Incorrect allocation/assignment of students  


• Staff were not asked to contribute to data cleansing/data checking (beyond checking course 


and programme data) 
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Theme 7: Communication 


“Improve all aspects of communications through review & revision of the mechanisms for 


dissemination and engagement with the user community in order to increase understanding of the 


system and what it will/should deliver”. 


Issues: 


• Poor communication & collaboration with users during implementation 


• Staff and students do not know who to contact for help in resolving problems 


• Staff were unaware of communications issued to students 


• Insufficient information provided to users on new tasks and new features 


• SLP Co-ordinator role as communication channel to Schools and Colleges was not successful 


as implementation approached 


• Management of communications and information 


• Communications with all stakeholders (students, advisers, course co-ordinators, Disability 


Co-ordinators) 


• Lack of clarity regarding responsibilities and communications 


• Use of call centre leading to student anxiety 


• Confusion over the use of ‘MyGlasgow’ and ‘MyCampus’ 


 


Theme 8: Training and Support 


“Ensure comprehensive training is provided in a timely manner ahead of roll-out of future 


functionality and establish appropriate support mechanisms to support the roll-out phase” 


Issues: 


• Insufficient time for training, hence delivered too late, and inappropriately focussed and 


inadequate 


• Identification of appropriate staff to undertake support roles did not take place in time for 


training to be organized or appropriate system access arranged 


• The impact of the complexity of the system was underestimated 


• Range of staff for whom training was provided was limited – with some not targeted at all 


• Lack of information and training for staff responsible for PGR students 


• Better and accurate guidance, support materials and job aids should be provided 


• Lack of adequately trained staff available in sufficient numbers to respond promptly to 


problems over the summer period 


• Assistance provided through Helpdesk or Supportworks involved lengthy delays 


• Staff and students were not well supported. 


• Problems were passed from place to place due in part to a lack of ownership of problem 


resolution 


• Multiple channels leading to duplication of calls and activity 


• The support infrastructure was ill-conceived, poorly coordinated, with roles and 


responsibilities among the participants not well thought through. 
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Annex 3 


Lessons Learned Themes: Proposed Actions 


Report to SMG  


 


Community Engagement 


A recurring theme in the Lessons Learned review has been the need to re-engage with the 
community and to work closely with them in the development and deployment of any 
new/enhanced functionality.   


Linked to this we need to formally establish robust communication mechanisms, with clearly 
identified responsibility and accountability.   


To this end we propose: 


a) to work with key stakeholders comprising senior managers across the University to 
determine the appropriate communication channels and audiences and to identify the 
appropriate staff to be engaged in the groups outlined in b) and c) below. 


b) to establish a representative group of senior managers from Colleges and University 
Services who will manage and be accountable for buy in and adoption of the agreed 
developments and processes in their business areas.   


c) to establish representative User Groups, involving Subject Matter Experts, who will work 
closely with the SLP Project team and the ongoing Student Lifecycle Support and 
Development team on all aspects of new functionality (including requirements 
gathering, design and development, testing, training and deployment).  This Group must 
be empowered to make decisions and sign-off system developments and processes on 
behalf of the business area which they represent.  The stakeholders identified above will 
then be responsible for ensuring adoption throughout Colleges and University Services. 


 


Theme 1: User Interface 


“Improve the navigability and clarity of language, supported by improved on-screen 
messages/information, user guides for each aspect of the system and on-line help for all users. 
Usability and the user experience of staff and students must be given a very high priority in 
MyCampus”. 


System enhancements 


Navigation and usability will be improved over time starting with the next upgrade coming from 
Oracle which emphasises improved functional configuration (rather than customisation). This will 
also address concerns with respect to the ease and time taken to input and/or update data in 
MyCampus.  It is expected this upgrade will be applied in the first quarter of 2012 after which the 
team will begin reviewing configuration for various processes with the Adviser interface being the 
first priority. 


In addition to the Tools upgrade Oracle releases quarterly bundle packs that correct reported 
problems and incorporate new features as requested by customers.  One of these includes the use 
of English rather than American spellings/terms, although at this stage it is unclear how far-reaching 
the changes will be.  The SLP are currently in the process of applying the most recent bundle packs 
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and will be able to report on this functionality in early 2012. 


Many usability features can be managed by users setting defaults based on personal preferences.  
However, through feedback from users it is recognised it would be beneficial to change some 
settings centrally, e.g. setting institution to GLSGW, term to default to the current year and carrying 
student ID from page to page.  These can be turned off by individuals as some may prefer not to 
have these defaults switched on.   


Search functionality within MyCampus does not always allow sufficient criteria to adequately narrow 
the results.   The SLP team are currently investigating enhancements to two key components, 
Student Services Centre and Student Summary Page which will refine the results returned by the 
search facility and benefit navigability throughout MyCampus.   


Some system generated error messages are confusing to the end user and could be more intuitive.  


For example, an error message about class time conflicts used the four digit code assigned to the 


class as opposed to meaningful information about the course and class.  So instead of a message 


that reads “class 4173 conflicts with class 4092” a user will see “BIOL 1001 Lab 2 conflicts with CHEM 


1001 Lecture”. Block Enrol has already been changed to allow staff to see reasons for errors without 


having to look at each student.   


The message catalogue can be updated with more user friendly information but it is important to 


note there are thousands of messages in the system and agreement should be reached regarding 


which get updated and the language to be used.  It is also important to point out that the technical 


information needs to be retained in the error message as this is meaningful to the technician 


responsible for resolving any problems.  


The registration process was designed to specification but it is now clear that more detailed 
messaging is required to improve the student experience.  For example, when a student opts to pay 
using Direct Debit or Credit Card, they are taken to the Barclaycard pages to enter their details.  It 
was not clear that they then needed to return to the registration process to complete financial 
registration.  For students applying for SAAS awards the fee is not shown as paid until SAAS has 
confirmed the funding however this is not clear on the registration pages and a simple onscreen 
message will clarify this.  The SLP team will work with the user community to reach consensus on 
how they want the process to work and collect any additional requirements in advance of next 
year’s registration period.      


 


Theme 2: Student Finances 


“Revise and enhance financial registration, in both the system and supporting business processes, so 
as to improve the student experience and avoid students being unnecessarily prevented from 
progressing through completion of registration and enrolment”. 


System enhancements 


Fee calculation:  There was no automated fee calculation in the legacy system and any errors or 
discrepancies between the fees quoted when an offer of a place was made and registration could be 
changed manually. In MyCampus fees are calculated automatically in accordance with rules set and 
the fees in the approved fee schedule. If fees quoted to students did not conform to the rules set or 
were not as in the approved fee schedule they would not appear correctly in the students 
MyCampus record.   Once the Direct Admissions module goes live fees will be automatically 
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calculated for inclusion in offer letters and this should ensure that there are no longer discrepancies 
between the fee in the offer letter and the fee invoiced. (However, it should be noted that if offers 
are made before fees are set an estimated fee based on the current year will be given.)    


Presentation and messaging to students: Improvements to the registration pages and associated 
messages will be made before registration for 2012/13. Two examples where improvements will be 
made: 


 For students applying for SAAS awards the fee is not shown as paid until SAAS has confirmed 
the funding, however a simple onscreen message (such as ‘Awaiting payment by SAAS’ could 
alleviate student concerns.  


 The range of payment options shown are the online options. Other options are described in 
guidance and web pages. The information on the registration pages will need to incorporate 
other payment options or links to details of them.  


Advance payment and deposits: Once the Direct Admissions module goes live advance payments can 
be made on line through MyCampus. An interim solution to capture Bank Draft reference on screen 
to help with reconciliation queries during registration is being explored.  


It should be noted that there will be substantial work required this year on the Student Finances 


module to update the fee matrix from the approved fee schedule and take account of the changes to 


funding arrangements for students from England, Wales and Northern Ireland.  


Process Changes/Adoption 


Incorrect Fees: The issues which have arisen during MyCampus implementation in relation to fee 
setting and recommendations as to how these should be addressed are detailed in a separate paper 
to SMG. If these recommendations are approved and adopted by all Colleges then many of the 
difficulties that students encountered in getting clarity on the level of their fees will be resolved.      


Debt preventing registration and enrolment: There were some examples of where a student had 
cleared all but a small amount of a debt or had had charges applied by their bank when making a 
payment. This resulted in a service indicator being applied to their account, preventing registration. 
The process for application and removal of the service indicator for debts will be reviewed prior to 
registration in 2012/13. 


Scholarships and discounts:  The process for managing scholarships and discounts was new and to 
work effectively required information to be supplied by RIO and Colleges and entered in MyCampus 
prior to registration. This year the information was recorded by the SLP team and there were some 
delays in the process. Going forward, this process will be managed locally and over 80 staff across 
the University have been trained to record scholarship and discount details for which they are 
responsible.  This process will need to be carefully monitored to ensure that relevant scholarship and 
stipend information is recorded before registration is open so that the student view of fees owing 
takes account of scholarships and discounts prior to registration.    


Verification of sponsorship: The difficulties experienced this year are partly linked to the 
requirement for both new and continuing students to upload the evidence/sponsor documents, 
which proved to be confusing for continuing students. There were some delays in processing the 
third party contracts; this will be addressed in the workload and resourcing of the new central 
Accounts Receivable Team who will be responsible for this.      


Cash payment: It was noted that cash payments are not accepted by University above £50. Concerns 
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about this have been raised and the level will be reviewed. The University cannot accept large sums 
of money because of the legal implications of money laundering. 


Requirement to complete registration prior to enrolment: This was the process defined, with 
extensive user input through the business process workshops. It has been a particular concern for 
international students and will be reviewed by the Project Board in conjunction with relevant staff. 
Recommendations will be taken to SMG with regard to any policy changes required to improve the 
student experience and avoid unnecessary delays to enrolment.   


Credit/Debit card payments:  The pages the students see and the process are managed by 
Barclaycard and the onscreen messages in the set-up and payment process cannot be changed by 
the University. However, we will review and improve the guidance given to students (e.g. on card 
limits/large payments) and the relevant messaging in the registration pages. 


Charges for credit card payment is under review following a request from RIO that the service charge 
should be removed for international students. 


 


Theme 3: Enrolment 


“Enhance the processes associated with enrolment and timetabling in order to improve usability, 
taking account of the specific requirements of particular cohorts such as Erasmus/Exchange and PGT 
students”. 


System enhancements 


The SLP team has reviewed the current enrolment processes, taking into account feedback from 
students and staff and has identified several areas for improvement comprised of a combination of 
cosmetic and configuration changes to  help guide students through the process in a more logical 
and understandable manner.  Proposed changes include simplifying the class results screen to show 
only enrolment components and ‘open’ classes, redesigning the class search options page, allowing 
instant validation of class selections and providing a means for students to view their current 
timetable whilst selecting additional classes.  The delivered functionality for managing the 
processing of enrolments needs to be retained so the enhancements for the immediate term will 
focus on how information is presented to students.  Going forward, Oracle will deliver an Enrolment 
Web Services Framework which will provide the ability in the future to develop a bespoke ‘skin’ for 
the enrolment process.   


Program Enrolment functionality which may support automatic enrolment onto compulsory courses 
is due to be delivered by Oracle but is likely to be a couple of years away. Currently, students are 
enrolled onto class sections within a course so automatically enrolling them on a course is not a 
complete solution and would not generate a timetable.   


It has been suggested that students should not have a choice about the method of enrolment – it 
should always be by ‘My Requirements’ which guides students in their choices by displaying the 
mandatory, recommended or optional courses for their current Plan. Whilst the system could be 
changed to force this to be the case it requires a policy decision and consideration of the impact on 
part-time and Erasmus students.  This will be taken forward with relevant stakeholders prior to the 
next enrolment cycle.  


Interfaces with collaborative partner institutions will be reviewed in the coming year and updated as 
needed to ensure a seamless process for these students.   
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The ‘Quick Enrol’ function has caused particular frustration because, even though this is the most 
efficient way to correctly enrol students in MyCampus, it still requires a large number of keystrokes 
and is not perceived as being “Quick” – particularly compared to enrolment in WebSURF.  In 
MyCampus, students are being allocated to specific class sections rather than just the overall course 
and this generates student timetables, class and attendance rosters.  Potential improvements to this 
process have been identified including giving staff a more streamlined list of classes to initially select, 
displaying the status of classes so it is clear which are full or closed before they are selected and 
looking at ways to display days and times of related class sections so it is clearer to users which class 
they are selecting. Setting some user defaults (e.g. Term and Institution) will also make this process 
slightly faster. 


For enrolment processes that require the user to set a certain number of overrides or to follow 
specific instructions (e.g. Exams Only or Audit Only), the SLP team are considering development of a 
separate Enrolment page that will allow these overrides to be automatically set based on the ‘type’ 
of enrolment being processed. 


Process Changes/Adoption 


Advisers must check and confirm a student’s curriculum, particularly in the general degrees to 
confidently determine that a student is fully enrolled. There is a service indicator (R05) on the record 
that should be removed by the adviser once the curriculum is checked indicating they agree the 
student has met the enrolment requirements.  If this discipline is applied consistently it would be a 
clear indicator that a student is properly enrolled. 


A complete review of all pre-requisites needs to be undertaken by Colleges and Schools to ensure 
they are required, accurate and complete. This must also include a review of what information is 
given to students about pre-requisites.  Greater clarity is required about when a pre-requisite can be 
over-ridden and who has the authority to do so. 


 


Theme 4 Access to Information 


 


“Ensure appropriate access to information through effective management of security and 
permissions; provision of reports and queries; and enabling access to specific information and data 
sets e.g. disabled students, absences etc.” 


Several queries have been written by the SLP team and are available to users through MyCampus.  


The team is currently reviewing these queries and will provide more intelligible naming, language 


and explanations and they will then be made available through web pages.  Publication is scheduled 


for mid December 2011. 


 


An interim solution for ad-hoc reporting using BI Query will be available mid-January. Development 


of the models and tables which will go into BI-Query is underway.  The longer term solution to 


reporting, including use of OBIEE, will be considered once the interim solution is in place.  


 


SLP Project Management will work with College Support Teams to refine the current levels of 


permissions in MyCampus.  The aim is to align permissions with user roles to ensure appropriate 


levels of access.  This will require the Colleges to clearly define roles and responsibilities within their 


respective areas.   
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Theme 5 System Performance 


 


“The performance of the system should be robust and optimised, taking account of user activity 


profiles”. 


 


System performance is closely monitored and work is ongoing to mitigate any risks.  At the request 


of the Project Board a representative group of users will be created to provide ongoing feedback on 


performance.  Colleges are currently nominating members of staff from each user area to ensure 


feedback is received from all business areas and geographic locations.   


 


Enhanced performance monitoring tools from Oracle are being investigated in addition to 


investigations into enhancing the web tier hardware during peak periods such as registration and 


enrolment / release of exam marks. 


 


Further load testing will be undertaken week commencing 19th December to ensure access to 


January exam results performs well. 


 


Progress on developing email functionality to allow exam results to be emailed to student’s 


University email address is progressing well and it is anticipated this will be available in time for 


January. This should, to a degree, help spread the load and reduce overall performance risk. Over 


time as students become accustomed to the email option it would be expected the load on Campus 


would further reduce. 


 


 


Theme 6 Data Management 


 


“Data stored in or generated by the system must be accurate and a comprehensive record 


maintained”. 


 


System enhancements 


The data that was migrated from WebSURF was of questionable quality in some instances and a 


more thorough data cleansing exercise was required.  A review of all data has been undertaken in 


MyCampus and clean-activities initiated where required.  Another large scale migration will be 


required for Direct Admissions and more time will be devoted to data cleansing.   


 


Plan rules have yet to be fully tested by appropriate staff within Schools and Research Institutes.  


The SLP technical team provisioned a dedicated environment for this purpose which is refreshed 


weekly with data from MyCampus to ensure up to date information.  
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Theme 7: Communication 


“Improve all aspects of communications through review and revision of the mechanisms for 
dissemination and engagement with the user community in order to increase understanding of the 
system and what it will/should deliver”. 


The need to rebuild the communication channels and ensure appropriate authority and 
accountability is recognised as a critical area and there needs to be a collective view on how to 
address this (see also ‘Community Engagement’ above). 


 


Theme 8 Training and Support 


 


“Ensure comprehensive training is provided in a timely manner ahead of roll-out of future 
functionality and establish appropriate support mechanisms to support the roll-out phase” 


Approaches to training delivery and channels used (i.e. online guides/job aids, instructor led, etc.) 


are being reviewed and revised accordingly.  It is recognised that improvement is needed in relation 


to identifying training needs, defining roles and developing more of an end to end approach to 


training rather than task-based training. 


 


The timing of training delivery is dependent on the availability of new/enhanced functionality, 


including changes arising from this review. Therefore a detailed training schedule will be produced 


once the development plan is approved early in the New Year.  It was noted that April was felt to be 


an optimum time for training staff on functionality they will be expected to use from next Summer. 


 


There is a wide range of resources, including user guides and support materials, currently available 


on the SLP website. Further promotion of this material and restructuring of the website is underway.     


Job Aids will continue to be developed for all areas of functionality and will be further enhanced by 


the proposed development of the short-form Job Aids (crib sheets). 


 


The ‘New Business Model Packs’ will be updated to map the tasks to be undertaken and the 


roles/responsibilities to system functionality and security roles, then link to individuals. As part of 


this some logical thinking about how tasks are undertaken and the impact of process change on 


individual job roles will be required.  The recommendation to work individually at College, School, 


Research Institute and University Services level to map responsibilities to functionality and access is 


noted. 


  


Consideration is being  be given to provisioning a  ‘play’ environment populated with real data and 


reflecting the range of anomalies and variables encountered in reality to be used in support of both 


training and testing.  Investigations into security are being undertaken.   


 


9th December 2011 
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SLP: Additional resource requirements  
 
 
1. Functional Experts 
 
The new plan which includes implementation of the recommendations in the Lessons 
Learned report as well as previously planned delivery of new functionality has 
highlighted the need for additional functional and training resources from now until 
September/October 2012 over and above the staff who now form the ongoing Student 
Lifecycle Support and Development Team. Two members of staff who are due to 
complete their secondments and return to their home departments will have their 
secondments extended but we need to recruit 5 additional staff to the team with 
expertise in admissions, student records and financials/financial aid. 
 
Responsibility for first line support and adoption of new or revised processes will lie 
within each business area.  It should therefore be noted that in addition to increasing 
the SLP team resource some additional resource in the Colleges/Schools/US may be 
required to assist with the Change Management/Support Activity.  This will need to 
be determined in conjunction with the relevant areas.    
 
The recruitment on secondment of staff from across the university to form the 
Functional Teams has been a very successful aspect of the project and we now have a 
core team of experts covering all the functional areas of the system. The recruitment 
of these additional staff on secondment from Schools, Colleges/University Services 
will benefit the wider community as well as the SLP team. The in-depth knowledge of 
the system and new processes they will develop whilst part of the team will help in 
the knowledge transfer, training and change management required to embed 
MyCampus across the University.  
 
Role of Functional Experts: 
 
The posts require an in depth knowledge and experience of student administration and 
support, excellent IT skills,  proven analytical, problem solving and communication 
skills and the ability to apply initiative and judgement to resolve problems 
independently. Ideally, those appointed would be using MyCampus in their current 
role so that they have a good understanding of the fundamentals of the system but this 
is not essential. Appropriate staff would probably be MPA level 6 to 8 and the areas 
of expertise that would be relevant include Course Administrators, Graduate School 
Administrators, Admissions staff from central or local teams; Scholarship 
Administrators, Finance Administrators and Student Support/Advisory staff.   
 
The posts will involve working as part of the functional team on the design, 
configuration, system testing, user acceptance testing, and user training activity. The 
postholders will build up in depth knowledge of the system and processes which 
should enable them to play a role in their home College/Service in ongoing support 
and development activity. 
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2. Functional Consultants 
 
It is important that we continue to have experienced functional consultants to support 
the internal team in implementing the new plan. One consultant (Academic 
Advising/Student Records) left at the end of December and a second consultant 
(Student Records) will leave in February.  We are actively seeking to recruit 
replacements.  
 
3. Costs  
 
The maximum costs of the secondments, assuming all 5 posts were at the top of level 
8 would be £188,620 for appointments for 8 months from mid February to mid 
October. (Note: the extension to mid October would ensure that the staff could be 
involved in support activity during registration and enrolment for 2012/13 whether as 
part of the central team or in their Colleges/Services.)  
 
The maximum costs for the 2 functional consultants, including expenses, would be 


 per month. It is expected that they will be required until end 
October/November to ensure effective knowledge transfer to the team.  The maximum 
total cost would be     
 
The costs for these new appointments will be taken into account in the revised project 
budget, which will include the extensions of contracts of current project staff who are 
not part of the ongoing/Business as Usual Support and Development Team.     
 
CRL 
 
11/01/12 
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The meeting of the Student Lifecycle Project Board will be held on  
Friday 13th January at 2pm – 4pm in the Henry Heaney Room, Library 


Janice McLellan 
Clerk to the Board 


janice.mclellan@glasgow.ac.uk or Ext 1679 
 


AGENDA 
 


1. Minutes of meeting held on 5th December 2011 


 


2. Matters arising      (SLP11/ 19)  


 
Paper for Information 


 
3. Immediate Issues  


 
Verbal Update from Christine Lowther   
 


4. Project Plan        
 
Barbara Mueller will table the project plan and demonstrate how this links to 
Lessons Learned key issues see paper (SLP11/24)    
        


5. Community Engagement     (SLP11/20-25) 


The SLP papers presented at SMG on 15 December 2011 are attached for 
reference.  
 


6. Resource Requirements     (SLP11/ 26)  


 


7. Lessons Learned Update   


Verbal Update from Janice McLellan    


 


8. Any Other Business        


 
 
9. Next Meeting Date 


JM: 11/01/2012 


       


Appendix 8
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University of Glasgow 


 
Student Lifecycle Project Board 


 
Minute of the meeting held on Monday 5 December 2011 at  


1500 hours in the College Conference Room, Wolfson Medical School Building 
 
Attendees:  John Chapman, Carol Clugston, Frank Coton, Robert Fraser, Tom Guthrie,  


James Harrison, Neal Juster, Christine Lowther, Sandy Macdonald,  
David Newall (Convener), Dorothy Welch  


 
In attendance:    Michael Arthur, Barbara Mueller, Lee McClure, Janice McLellan 


James Brown and Robin Gordon (attended part of meeting) 
 


 
 
1 Welcome 
 


David Newall welcomed James Harrison, Vice-President of the SRC, to the meeting. 
 


2  Minutes of meeting held on 3 November 2011 
 
 The notes of the last meeting were approved as an accurate record.   
 
3 Matters arising 
 


The Board noted paper SLP11/ 13 detailing progress against actions from the last meeting.   
 


 A policy paper on fees (SLP11/14) had been prepared by Neal Juster, Christine 
Lowther and Fiona Docherty with proposals to address the difficulties encountered in 
the summer in relation to tuition fees.    The report, which was subject to minor change, 
set out details of how fees would be set, how discounts would be applied and the 
approval process to be followed should there be any change to the fee structure for a 
degree programme.  The paper would be presented to SMG on 15 December. 


Action:  NJ/CRL 
 


 Janice McLellan confirmed that the variable stipend amounts highlighted by the 
College of Science and Engineering had been investigated and the Colleges had been 
made aware of how the rounding works within MyCampus.  The College would 
communicate the outcome to the students involved and an explanation would be added 
to the Frequently Asked Questions. 


Action:  JM 
 


 Tom Guthrie provided feedback on managing student attendance.  In particular, it was 
not clear how an Adviser of Studies or Course Co-ordinator could check individual 
students to see if they were attending.  Barbara Mueller confirmed that an options 
paper for absence monitoring had been prepared and sent to the HoASAs for comment 
and preference.  Course co-ordinators, administrators and advisers would be notified of 
absences.  The requirement for an interface between MyCampus and the Adviser Early 
Warning System was not currently in scope but this would be a future development. 
Monitoring of IT usage was highlighted as being a helpful indication of attendance. 


  
All other matters arising had either been addressed or would be dealt with later in the meeting 
under separate agenda items. 


 
4 Immediate issues 
 
 The Board reviewed the action being taken to address immediate priorities in MyCampus: 
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 Exam Mark Recording UAT/Exam Results 
An update on User Acceptance Testing (UAT) for Exam Mark recording was provided.  
A demo was held in November which was attended by 75 staff.  The UAT was very 
positive and in the period up to Christmas, a series of workshops were being held for 
staff that would be loading exam marks onto MyCampus.  This incorporated both 
loading results directly to MyCampus and also by spreadsheet upload. A brief report on 
this was requested for the SMG on 15 December, together with a record of all staff 
who had participated to date in the workshop sessions. 


Action:  CRL 
 
 James Harrison also asked that the SRC be given sight of the process. 


Action:  BM 
 


Sandy Macdonald reported that it had been a struggle at times to validate that the right 
people were attending the workshops and David Newall agreed that the report/record 
of participants should also be sent HoASAs and HoSAs for their information. 


 
 Direct Debit 


Advance Notification to students had been circulated with the first payment date of 16 
December.  Collection of payments would be over a six month period.  Those students 
who had opted not to pay by Direct Debit would be contacted and encouraged to pay 
by 9th January to avoid any late charges.  Cases of failed direct debits and bank charges 
incurred would be looked at on an individual basis - there had only been a handful of 
these cases to date. 


 
 SFC Reporting 


Michael Arthur reported that extensive testing had been done and coding/calculations 
were working.  SLP were working closely with Planning Services to resolve issues 
relating to data mapping.  The SFC return deadline was 16 December. 


 
 Ad hoc reporting/Bi-Query 


As an interim measure ad hoc reporting would be done in Bi-Query.  This would be 
launched shortly for testing. 


 
 Incomplete Registration   


Christine Lowther reported that the team had been looking at incomplete registrations 
as Planning Services would need to make a call on this information being included in 
the SFC return.  A significant number of students in MVLS (i.e. students with 
bursaries) had still to complete registration.  The mass rollback had not yet been 
completed and this would be taken forward after the start of Semester 2.  There were 
still a number of students who have yet to complete the process and Christine Lowther 
would arrange for Schools to be advised so that they can chase/encourage people to 
complete registration. 


Action:  CRL 
 
 
5 Project Plan  
 


 Direct admissions 
David Newall welcomed James Brown and Robin Gordon to the meeting for discussion 
of paper SLP11/15.  It had been intended that Direct Admissions would be available in 
October 2011 however this had not proven possible.  A number of additional 
requirements, particularly relating to the administration of Postgraduate Research 
admissions had been identified which would require additional configuration.  To allow 
for this and thorough UAT has meant that the module would not be available until mid to 
late January 2012 at the earliest.   While there would be benefits in switching to 
MyCampus Direct Admissions mid-cycle there would also be significant challenges in 
moving data from the Legacy system to MyCampus.  James Brown set out four options 
for the Board to consider.  The Board agreed that the University should retain the current 
system for the remainder of the session and to implement Direct Admissions in July 2012 
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(Option 4).  In the second semester of this year, a pilot of the MyCampus Direct 
Admissions system, focusing on Erasmus/Study Abroad and Part-time UG students 
would be run (Option 2). 
 
In response to a query raised by Tom Guthrie, James Brown confirmed that the paper 
based system for visiting students would also be replaced by Direct Admissions. 
 


 Gradebook 
Michael Arthur reported that Oracle was developing functionality for Marks and Exams 
and following a recent demonstration the Project Team believed that this new 
functionality rather than Gradebook better suited the University’s requirements, as it was 
a UK based model.   If the University were not to commit to Gradebook this would save 
on duplication of effort, would ensure a better functional fit longer term and free up 
development resource over the next year. The Board agreed that it was not sensible to 
implement Gradebook at this time and that the University should wait instead for the new 
functionality, within Marks and Exams, to be delivered.  It was noted that students would 
still be able to get their final grade marks for courses through MyCampus. 


 
 Bundles 


It was noted that the installation of Bundles 20 to 23 was underway with a view to having 
these fully loaded by Christmas.  Testing would take place in early January before Bundle 
24 was released for installation.  By the end of January, the team would be current with 
all bundles and fixes released by Oracle.  There would be no change to what staff would 
see on MyCampus, but Barbara Mueller stated that there was a risk that any bundle/fix 
could break something that worked previously, as such monitoring and testing throughout 
the upgrade was extremely important. 


 
 
6 Lessons Learned   
           


The Board noted Paper SLP 11/16 which set out the summary of key issues.  David Newall 
thanked Frank Coton and the group for the work done in compressed timescales.  Frank Coton 
reported that a broad range of input from staff and students had been sought during the process 
and 8 themes had been identified, within which several areas for improvement were listed: 
 
1. User Interface;   
2. Student Finances;   
3. Enrolment;   
4. Access to Information;   
5. System Performance;   
6. Data Management;   
7. Communication;   
8. Training & Support 
 
The group had already met with members of the Project Team to discuss what actions could be 
taken within each theme listed.  There were practical steps that could be taken in the coming 
year that would have a positive impact before next summer.  There were also some actions that 
would be taken forward but would require a longer timescale to complete.  


 
The Lessons Learned Group had set out some overarching issues requiring to be addressed and 
these would also be discussed at SMG.  Included among them was the need to establish clear 
communication lines and accountabilities throughout the University for ensuring that agreed 
procedural and system changes are implemented.     
 
Staff and students had been asked to express their priority on the themes in a document that was 
available via SharePoint (MyGlasgow).  So far there was very little variation across the themes 
and most saw all of them as a priority.  Staff veered more towards training/communications/data 
management as a priority whereas students thought the user interface and enrolment was of 
higher priority.   
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Financial issues remained and there was clearly a need to address the unusual fee situations at 
the University or risk alienating students.  Consideration should be given to the enrolment 
timeline used by Queen’s University Belfast where they allow students to enrol for classes 
before financial registration.   
 
It was highlighted that some of the enrolment issues had been caused by students being able to 
go into the Course Catalog to choose courses rather than being taken through ‘My 
Requirements’. 
 
Paper SLP11/16 would be made available to the meeting of Senate on 8 December.   


Action:  FC 
 
The Lessons Learned Group would have a further two meetings before the end of the year to tie 
up the final report. 
 
The Board was asked for comments.  Christine Lowther confirmed that it had been a really 
useful process and reiterated the importance of addressing the overarching issues to ensure that 
any changes are correctly implemented.  Sandy Macdonald commented that it was a well 
balanced report and a very valuable exercise.  Planning was underway to determine short, 
medium and longer term deliverables and it would be vital that in parallel the appropriate 
accountabilities are established within the business community. 
 
Frank Coton agreed that the overarching messages would be reinforced at SMG, as the way 
forward stands or falls on what we, as an organisation, do.  The responsibility was everyone’s 
not just the SLP team. 
 
Neal Juster asked that the need for the whole community to be involved in the way forward be 
emphasised. Frank Coton confirmed that when this is presented to Senate that the emphasis will 
be on the way forward and for this to be successful the community must get behind the project.  
Tom Guthrie commented that for this to happen there needs to be reassurance that the system is 
fit for purpose. 
 
Engagement of the community also needs to be properly resourced to ensure that this would not 
be seen as an ‘add on’ and Colleges/Schools/University Services could arrange the appropriate 
backfill in a timely manner. 
 
The 8 themes were discussed in more detail.  The Project Team was asked to prepare a report on 
the actions proposed for the next meeting of SMG on 15 December.   


Action:  CRL/SM 
 
Resource needs would be discussed at the January Board meeting. 


 Action:  CRL/SM 
 
 


7 Risks 
 


Paper SLP11/17 was noted. 
 
 


8 Budget  
 
 Paper SLP11/18 was noted. 
       
 
9 Next Meeting Date 
 
 The Board would next meet on 13 January 2012 at 1400 hours in the Henry Heaney Room, 


Library. 
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UNIVERSITY of GLASGOW 
 


Student Lifecycle Project Board 
 


Matters Arising Update 
 


13th January 2012 at 2pm in the  
Henry Heaney Room, Library 


 
 


 
Policy paper on fees  
 
Action NJ/CRL: 
Finalise and present the policy paper on fees to SMG on 15 December 2011. 
 
Update: Paper was presented to SMG on 15 December.  
 
 
Stipend Payments 
 
Action JM:  
Add an explanation with regard to how stipend payments are calculated to the 
SLP website (Q&A section).  
 
Update: Explanation added.  
 
 
Exam Mark Recording UAT/Exam Results 
 
Action CRL: 
Provide a brief report with regard to Exam Mark Recording to SMG on 15 
December 2011. 
 
Update: Covered in paper presented to SMG on 15 December.  
 
Action BM:  
Inform SRC of the process to be followed for Exam Mark Recording.  
Update: SLP training team meeting with SRC w/c 9 January 2012 to update 
them on process. 
 
Incomplete Registration   
 
Action CRL: 
Arrange for Schools to be advised that a number of students have yet to 
complete registration and asked them to chase/encourage students to 
complete the process. 
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Update: Planning Services highlighted incomplete PGR registrations to 
Colleges as part of SFC activity.  SLP are following up on all other students 
with the colleges. 
 
Lessons Learned   
 
Action FC: 
Present the report produced by the Lessons Learned Review group to the 
meeting of Senate on 8 December.   
 
Update: Senate meeting on 8th December cancelled due to severe weather 
conditions, paper will now be presented at Senate meeting on 16th January. 
 
 
Action CRL/SM: 
Prepare a report on the actions proposed in response to the Lessons Learned 
Report for the next meeting of SMG on 15 December.   
 
Update: Report produced and presented at SMG on 15th December. 


 
 


Action CRL /SM:  
Discuss resource requirements at the January Board meeting. 


 
Update:  Separate agenda item 4  
 
 
 





